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Ascendant challenge week 5 guide

This article is more than 2 years old. It's time for another ascendant challenge in Destiny 2, a new weekly ritual in which we jump and jump on an ascending plane to destroy some Taken and, most of the time, do some monochrome platformers. To complete it here in Week 5 you will need to know where it is. Then go to Petra Venj and pick up the bounty: it's back in her Dome in
the wire, so it takes a while. Next, read on for the location and guidance of Destiny 2's Week 5 Ascending Challenge. The text reads: Drown in your desires, dear squanderer. It's not all that useful unless you know where to find a particular lost industry, but I'm here to tell you where it is. To begin with we will go straight to the fast travel point in the Divalian Mists, which is useful
because it is the only fast travel point. Turn around, jump up the rocks and head into the lost industry you discover out there. cross the tunnel and churn out your Queensfoil Tincture. You will go out into the Bay of Broken Desires, which is teeming with contempt. Finish the lost industry if you feel so inclined, but you'll essentially hang the rights until you see the portal floating up
some cliffside rocks: watch out for the screeb — they're everywhere. Jump on the portal and you'll find yourself in the Abyss of Agoarchy. What follows is a long platform section. You start by finding Toland on a small platform to your right and continue to find Toland on small platforms beneath you for a tremendously long time. When in doubt, look down: you'll find it again.
Eventually, you'll get to a part with rotating rocks that will bounce you if you land in the wrong corner. None of this is tremendously difficult, but it's long enough to be powerfully annoying, especially considering that there are no checkpoints in ascending challenges. You can get a teammate, but it won't help because it only shoots you back without the chance to relive. In the long
run, you're aiming for this bright piece at the bottom: it's actually a tree. Land on it and chase Toland for a while until some plague and enemies appear. Expose the plagues and then take out the wizards: this is primarily a platforming challenge, so the end is relatively simple. After that, collect your reward and get out of there right away, never to come back. Check out this
YouTube video from Esoterickk to get some pictures: and that's it! It's not the hardest, but man is a pain. I hope you passed it a little faster than I did. FacebookTwitterRedditPinterestEmailLinkedIn The Destiny 2 Forsaken Week 5 Ascendant Challenge is now available, giving guardians the chance to finish one of The Dreaming City's weekly bounties and grab some powerful gear.
Due to rotation, Week 5 is also known as Week 11. Understand? Week 5 ascending challenge There's no way, thankfully - head to The Dreaming City and then turn around and head to Drowned Drowned Bay Lost sector just behind you. Week 5 Collectible Lore Ascending Challenge If you're looking to grasp the collectible tradition from within the challenge, be aware that it's
roughly halfway through the jump section on a broken bridge. Instead of getting off the bridge, hop in instead to find this week's Ahamkara bone set. A Ninja Pups video shows you the collectible along with all the Eggs Taken (although you'll need the Wish Ender for the latter). Week 5 Ascending Challenge Combat and Detailed Procedure As usual, the ascending challenge itself
revolves around getting to the Ascending Realm and overcoming a jump puzzle before a few fights. This week, the plagues and two Wizards President will be your opponents. To be successful, defeat both Wizards. A video of Esoterickk, below, will show you how it is done. Week 5 Ascendant Challenge Cheeses Need help? I know so. The following Cheese Forever video shows
how each class can skip the initial jump puzzle and how the Guardians can easily send the two Wizards. The Titans can also use hand-to-hand immersion of their new super tree to launch, Superman-style, into the pavilion. Destiny 2 Forsaken is now available on Windows, Xbox One and PS4 PCs. Destiny 2 Forsaken Ascendant Challenge guide Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4
Week 5 Week 6 This article may contain affiliate links, meaning we could earn a small commission if you click and make a purchase. Stevivor is an independent outlet and our journalism is in no way influenced by any advertiser or business initiative. FacebookTwitterRedditPinterestEmailLinkedIn Where to Find this week's ascendant challenge in Destiny 2. Destiny 2 Ascendant
Challenge is a weekly activity that you can find as you explore the mysterious Dreaming City.Not only do these allow you to access new areas within the end-of-game patrol space, but completing them helps you complete Petra's bounties — including Toland located — by giving you access to valuable powerful gear. It's not the easiest activity to find, however - requiring access to
some Queensfoil tincture and some know-how on where to do it. On this page:There are a total of six ascending challenges, spinning in a linear order, so week 2 will be followed by week 3 to weekly reset and, after week 6, will return to Week 1. You can find out which ascending challenge is active and whether the Shattered Throne and Maximum Curse are available, until the end
of September: Start of weekEnd of WeekAscendant Challenge this weekDisartitàmax / Throne shattered availability October 1 October 8th week 3 no October 8 October 15th week 4 Yes October 15 October 22nd week 5 October 22 October 29 October 6 No October 29 November 5th week 1 Yes November 5 November 12th week 2 November 12 November 19th week 3
November 19 November 26 November Week 4 Yes This is within the lost sector of aphelion rest. Enter and into the final room, on the left side, there is the portal. Once inside, the challenge begins. The goal is to destroy all the plagues taken on the outskirts of the area, then when you receive the message An opportunity, return to the center and destroy all the crystals, all avoiding
enemy fire. This content is hosted on an external platform, which will only show it if you accept targeting cookies. Enable the display of cookies. Above is a video of Esoterickk showing him in action. To find the ascending challenge in the second week of the game, you need to visit the location of the Gardens of Aesila. It's not named on the map, but it's south of the Dreaming
City.To arrives, travels to The Strand from the opening area of Divialian Mists, and when you arrive, there's a trail on your right as soon as you get out. Take it and follow the rot until you get to the location of the Gardens of Aesila. Once there, you'll want to progress a little further, passing two large rock structures to your left. Behind the second - which is located next to a sort of
square - is the portal. You'll have to climb some rocks on the edge of the cliff to see it. Jump into the portal when you're ready. Inside is the Sanctuary forfeit. The solution is quite simple - there are three spheres located on the outskirts of the area, which must be collected and deposited in the center. :: The best gaming keyboards 2019: Digital Foundry's choices The spheres are
on the screen and the area where you take them is directly below the huge light sphere. Once done, you must then clear all enemies nearby. Of course, this is easier said than done. There are plagues along your path, which slow down your movement, as well as normal enemy eggs, many of which can only hit you once if you close yourself too much. Having a higher power level
will help you in this, but you can get away with completing the challenge if you're careful. In addition, where you have deposited the Final Sphere will generate a well that recharges your Super caliber, which can simplify things in the final stages. It should also be noted that if you die during an ascending challenge, you will resettle, but you will stay close enough to the outside that
you can easily give him many more tries before the end of Queensfoil's Dye benefit. If you're struggling, here's Arekkz with some tips on how to take down those generated enemies: this content is hosted on an external platform, which will only show it if you accept targeting cookies. Enable the display of cookies. The third week Ascendant Challenge portal is located in Keres'
spine, where the Oracle Engine offering is delivered. You want to go to the same Oracle building, but instead of turning right up the steps, go left and out. At this point, you'll love using your Queensfoil Dye, as you can cut the gap on the right thanks to some newly revealed platforms. Then, from the bridge, you can see the portal in This video by Arekkz shows the location, as well
as a reproduction of the real challenge. This content is hosted on an external platform, which will only show it if targeting cookies. Enable the display of cookies. The challenge is pretty simple: it's a puzzle that jumps to an area above. There are multiple dangers along the way - such as bombs and pecking enemies - and a confusing path to take, but the video above can help guide
you through it. Once at the top, you have to take down a garment. Take your time and keep your distance, then once done, open your chest and the ascending challenge is complete. Ascendant Challenge Week 4 Clue: Crush the Queen's First Crown under your bootheel. The fourth-week Ascendant Challenge portal sits atop a pillar on an outdoor balcony, through the Harbinger
Seclude (entered through the gate in the northeast corner of the Rheasilvia part of the patrol area). Once you get to the pillar, pop the Queensfoil Dye and then do your best per platform up to it, as shown in the video below. Start by jumping on the large sphere around the back, then make your way up and around the column to the portal above it. You'll go out into keep of honed
edges, ascending plan, and now you have a mixture of platformers and fights in front of you if you want to complete the challenge. Here is a video that shows the location and a full playback of the challenge. This content is hosted on an external platform, which will only show it if you accept targeting cookies. Enable the display of cookies. After a short bit of platforming through
floating rocks near the beginning, you get to a structure with a ritual happening. The first thing you need to do is erase all the additional enemies that you generate. Once you get off, a waypoint marker will appear on the central podium where the ritual was happening - there is a weapon there (a relic) to collect. It's a sword, and when you take it, the real challenge begins, which is a
boss fight that includes a large number of additional enemies and multiple bosses. Kill the first one who attacks - the others will be invulnerable as they kneel for now - then stay mobile and clear some additional enemies around the sides of the room. The other two bosses will then activate at the same time. Try to stay away from the edges so you don't get knocked down, but
otherwise offense is your best form of defense here, so go out of your way using the powerful sword to take them down. When on the ground, follow Toland - the little ball of light - to a platform section, which is much harder than the first. Drive through floating rocks and rubble, using glowing enemies as your guide, but be careful that some platforms will crumble beneath you, so
be quick! Eventually you will end up back in the place where you started, with a chest spawning in front of you - note that you have to keep the sword equipped to have the eggs laid in your chest! The location for Week 5 Challenge is pretty simple: it's in the lost sector of the Bay of Lost Desires, which is the one directly behind you when you load up in the Dreaming City generation
find the portal just before the tunnel at the end of the beach. The challenge itself is also one of the simplest we have seen so far. It's a jump puzzle, where you have to jump down a number of platforms in an area below. Once there, you have to erase everything - especially several plagues and some wizards. This content is hosted on an external platform, which will only show it if
you accept targeting cookies. Enable the display of cookies. If you're doing it yourself, then you might want to sprint around this end area in a wide circle. In this way it will allow you to avoid all advancing enemies and their fire. So when your Super has loaded up, find the right opportunity to use it against wizards. once I'm down, the reward is yours. Clue to the location of
Ascendant Challenge Week 6: Starlight, bright star, first falsehood it creates tonight ... You'll find entry to Ascendant Challenge Week 6 in the Chamber of Starlight Lost Sector, which you'll find in Rheasilvia, the area north of The Dreaming City. Once a Queensfoil tincture is used, the portal is located towards the end of the first area, near some snipers. As for the challenge itself
(Cimmerian Garrison) it is no different from Week 5 where you have a linear path and you have to erase specific enemies - an Ascending Knight - at the end to complete it. This content is hosted on an external platform, which will only show it if you accept targeting cookies. Enable the display of cookies. However, a big difference is that the path is littered with hard enemies. As
shown by Arekkz in the video below, you can surpass everyone if you have the power level advantage and skill, which means that all you have to do in the end is take down the Ascending Knight while keeping other enemies at bay. It's a tough challenge either way, so if you can do it with others, it will definitely make life easier. Year 4 has begun! Learn about the new Beyond Light
exotics, including post-campaign quests for The Grip of Salvation, eBorn in Darkness, as well as how to reach destiny 2's new maximum level limit and how sunset works. There are a couple of new and back-to-back areas in the game — here's how to track Down Perdition, Bunker E15, and Concealed Void on Europa and Exodus Garden 2A and Veles Labyrinth on the
Cosmodrome — and new collectibles to find in the form of entropic fragments. Looking to the future beyond this new expansion, we explain all the details of the Destiny 2 PS5 and Xbox Series update, as well as destiny 2 crossplay and transmog. We also have an explanation for support for cross-saving Destiny 2. If you plan to access ascending challenges or complete the
localized bounty in Toland, you must unlock The Dreaming City, the final destination of the game after completing the procedure of the Denodes. Once you have access to the patrol space, you'll want to find some Queensfoil Tincture. This is a consumable that opens your mind to the secrets of the Dreaming City according to the game's description. This means that it will give a
buff that opens new discoveries - such as new platforms and portals, including one to the Ascending Challenge - for 30 minutes. To get Queensfoil's tincture, you'll find it like a drop anywhere inside The Dreaming City — just like Dark Fragments.This means you should complete patrol activities, public events, open chests, and full sizes. They are un common drops, but they
continue to play and you should fall over time. Alternatively, you can buy one for 50 Baryon Boughs from a secret seller named Huginn, found in the Harbinger district of The Dreaming City — though the route to get there is a bit windy. Here's the way to go (thanks to aGelatoo on Twitter for the tip!): This content is hosted on an external platform, which will only show it if you accept
targeting cookies. Enable the display of cookies. When you're ready, notice that the ascending challenge changes every week, not only with a new position, but also with the actual challenge itself. There are a total of six that revolve around. Be sure to collect the Weekly Bounty from Petra, which notes only gives you a clue to its location, but also gives you powerful gear rewards.
Another daily size to look for is Toland Located. Toland is located within the ascending challenge area, like a tuft hovering somewhere on the side. Its location changes every time, but it is usually located on the critical path. Just get close to it to complete the size. It should also be noted that if you die during an ascending challenge, you will resettle, but you will stay close enough to
the outside that you can easily give him many more tries before the end of Queensfoil's Dye benefit. What if you fail later? Take another Queensfoil tincture and try again. Sometimes we include links to online retail stores. If you click on one and make a purchase, we may receive a small commission. For more information, go here. Learn more about Destiny 2 Destiny 2 Review
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